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Executive Summary i 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1 Foreign allegiance provisions are common in constitutional acts in Australia. These often 
archaic provisions legislate, in different ways, against actual or perceived divided loyalties of 
members of Parliament. 

2 In Western Australia, being a dual citizen does not affect a person’s capacity to nominate as 
a candidate or be elected a member of the Parliament of Western Australia. However, s.38(f) 
of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 (CAAA) provides that particular conduct by a 
member (who may or may not be a dual citizen) will cause that member’s seat to become 
vacant. 

3 In Australia, State laws which include a foreign allegiance provision differ from the 
Commonwealth law in s.44(i) of the Constitution (Cth) which disqualifies a dual citizen from 
being elected a member of the Parliament of Australia. Since 2017, 15 members of the 
Parliament of Australia have been ruled ineligible to be a member or have resigned pre-
emptively due to dual citizenship.  

4 The uncertain parameters of s.38(f) came to public attention in July 2018 when the article 
‘Think the dual citizenship saga does not affect State parliamentarians? It might be time to 
think again’ was published in theconversation.com. In that article Ms Lorraine Finlay, a law 
lecturer at Murdoch University, questioned whether members of the Parliament of Western 
Australia travelling on a foreign passport and other acts amounted to an ‘acknowledgement 
of allegiance’ to a foreign power under s.38(f) which could result in the member’s seat being 
declared vacant. 

5 The Committee is of the view that there is some value in retaining a foreign allegiance 
provision but with amendments to s.38 to provide for: 

 express exceptions relating to acquiring or using a foreign passport or travel 
document such as those that apply in South Australia and Queensland; and 

 a provision for relief, empowering the Houses of Parliament to resolve to disregard a 
disqualifying ground in certain circumstances such as those that apply in 
Queensland. 

Findings and recommendations 
Findings and recommendations are grouped as they appear in the text at the page number 
indicated: 
 

FINDING Page 7 
Section 38(f) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 is imprecise and legislative action is 
required to clarify the law. 

 

RECOMMENDATION Page 10 

The Committee recommends that the Government introduce a Constitutional Amendment 
(Foreign Allegiance) Bill in the 41st Parliament to provide for: 
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 express exceptions relating to acquiring or using a foreign passport or travel 
document such as those that apply in South Australia and Queensland; and 

 a provision for relief, empowering the Houses of Parliament to resolve to disregard a 
disqualifying ground in certain circumstances such as those that apply in Queensland. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Foreign allegiance provisions are common in constitutional Acts in Australia. These often 

archaic provisions legislate, in different ways, against actual or perceived divided loyalties of 
members of Parliament. 

1.2 In Western Australia, a dual citizen may be elected a member of the Parliament of Western 
Australia.1 However, s.38(f) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 (CAAA) provides 
that particular conduct by a member (who may or may not be a dual citizen) will cause that 
member’s seat to become vacant. Conduct that will disqualify a member from parliament 
under s38(f) includes a member making any ‘acknowledgement of allegiance’ to a foreign 
power or where a member ‘does, concurs in, or adopts; any act’ in which they become 
entitled to be a subject or citizen of a foreign power.   

1.3 Other Australian States have foreign allegiance disqualification provisions and like Western 
Australia, these do not disqualify a member for holding dual citizenship.  By contrast, s.44(i) 
of the Constitution (Cth) disqualifies a dual citizen from being elected a member of the 
Parliament of Australia.2 Since 2017, 15 members of the Parliament of Australia have been 
ruled ineligible to be a member or have resigned pre-emptively due to dual citizenship.  

1.4 The uncertain parameters of s.38(f) came to public attention in July 2018 when the article 
‘Think the dual citizenship saga does not affect State parliamentarians? It might be time to 
think again’ was published in theconversation.com. In that article Ms Lorraine Finlay, a law 
lecturer at Murdoch University, questioned whether members of the Parliament of Western 
Australia travelling on a foreign passport and other acts amounted to an ‘acknowledgement 
of allegiance’ to a foreign power which could result in the member’s seat being declared 
vacant. The article is attached at Appendix 1. 

1.5 Media articles, media inquiries to members and radio segments on this issue followed. The 
focus of media attention was on whether members travelling overseas on a foreign passport 
engaged s.38(f). 

1.6 In our modern multicultural society being a dual citizen is not uncommon. It is not known 
how many members hold a foreign passport but 9 members of the Legislative Council and 
11 members of the Legislative Assembly were born overseas.3 We are not aware of any 
member becoming a foreign citizen while a member.  

1.7 A law that may cause the disqualification of a duly elected member of parliament strikes at 
the heart of our democracy. It is not in the public interest for such a law to be imprecise. 

1.8 In 2018 the Procedure and Privileges Committee self-initiated inquiries into the scope of 
s.38(f) and whether legislative or other action was required. 

1.9 The Committee sought the views of Hon John Quigley, Attorney General, on s.38(f). The 
Committee’s letter to the Attorney General dated 30 October 2018 is attached at 
Appendix 2, The Attorney General’s response dated 22 November 2018 is attached at 
Appendix 3. 

                                                      
1  There is not prohibition on a dual citizen being elected a member of Parliament in Western Australia or any other 

State or territory parliament in Australia. In Western Australia, s.76A of the Electoral Act 1907 sets out the 
qualification criteria to become a member, including the requirement to be an Australian citizen, and s.79B sets 
out disqualification criteria and refers to ss. 32 and 34(1) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899. 

2  The High Court of Australia sitting as the Court of Disputed Returns declares seat vacancies caused by s.44(i) of 
the Constitution (Cth). 

3  D Black, The Western Australian Parliamentary Handbook, Twenty-fourth edition, Perth, 2018, p 131. Barry Urban is 
no longer a member of the Legislative Assembly. 
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2 Section 38(f) and related provisions  
2.1 Section 38 of the CAAA provides that a member’s seat in Parliament is vacated in certain 

circumstances. It states: 
38.  Seats in Parliament vacated in certain cases  

Subject to any resolution passed by the Legislature under section 39, if any 
member of the Legislature, after his election — … 

(f) takes any oath or makes any declaration or acknowledgment of 
allegiance, obedience, or adherence, to any foreign Prince or Power, 
or does, concurs in, or adopts any act whereby he may become a subject 
or citizen of any foreign State or Power, or whereby he may become 
entitled to the rights, privileges, or immunities of a subject or citizen of 
any foreign State or Power; …  

His seat shall thereupon become vacant. [our emphasis] 

2.2 Section 39 prescribes a provision for relief, empowering both Houses to resolve to disregard 
the effect of some aspects of s.38, but does not apply to s.38(f). Sections 38 and 39 are 
copied at Appendix 4. 

2.3 Foreign allegiance provisions are considered of such significance in our democracy that 
s.41(1)(b) of the CAAA provides that any person entitled to vote for the election of a 
candidate in the Legislative Assembly at a State general election may apply to the Court of 
Appeal (Supreme Court of Western Australia) for a declaration that any seat, in either House, 
has become vacant under s.38(f). The Electoral Act 1907 sets out the process followed after a 
vacancy is declared.4 

2.4 Section 38(f) is identical or similar to other Australian State’s foreign allegiance provisions.5 
Victoria has no foreign allegiance provision,6 nor does the Northern Territory7 or the 
Australian Capital Territory.8 Queensland and South Australia have amended their provisions 
to expressly exclude particular conduct from triggering a seat vacancy.  

2.5 The origin of foreign allegiance provision was s.3 of the Act of Settlement 1701 (Imp). This 
prohibited a person born out of the kingdoms of England, Scotland or Ireland, other than 
those born of English parents, from being a Member of either House of Parliament. Other 
jurisdictions foreign allegiance provisions are copied at Appendix 5. 

                                                      
4  Section 67 of the Electoral Act 1907 sets out the process following a vacancy in the Legislative Assembly; a writ is 

issued for an election in that district. Part IVA of the Electoral Act 1907 sets out the process following a vacancy in 
the Legislative Council; the vacancy is usually filled by a recount but in certain circumstances a writ for an election 
may be issued.  

5  When enacted in 1890 s.38(f), then section 29(3) of Constitution Bill, was a copy of provisions in other 
constitutions. Sections 5, 26 of the now repealed Constitution Act 1855 (NSW) was identical to s.38(f) other than 
minor grammatical and stylistic differences. This in turn was similar to s.58 of the Union Act 1840 (Canada). 

6  Section 44 of Victoria’s Constitution Act 1975 sets out who is and is not qualified to be a member. 
7  Section 20 of the Northern Territory (Self Government) Act 1978 (Cth) sets out the qualifications to be elected and 

s.21 provides what conduct will disqualify a member of the Assembly. 
8  Section 103 of the Electoral Act 1992 (ACT) sets out who is and is not eligible to be a member. 
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3 The scope of section 38(f) 
3.1 Section 38(f) of the CAAA is difficult to interpret. 
3.2 There was no Parliamentary debate on this clause when enacted9 and it has not been 

amended. There is no known case law on this or similar State provisions.10 
3.3 Section 38(f) has two limbs. The second limb is clearer than the first. The second limb 

provides that a member who ‘does, concurs in, or adopts any act’ whereby he may become a 
foreign citizen or entitled to the rights, privileges or immunities of a foreign citizen, shall 
have his or her seat become vacant. In the Committee’s view it is clear that any act by a 
member that results in them becoming a foreign citizen while a member will cause their seat 
to be declared vacant, if the matter is referred to the court. 

3.4 The issue is whether the following conduct by a member of parliament causes a vacancy: 
 applying for a foreign passport 
 renewing a foreign passport 
 using a foreign passport to enter a country 
 applying to renounce a foreign citizenship. 

3.5 Further to the above, questions have been raised as to whether further acts constitute an 
‘acknowledging allegiance’ to a foreign power such as accepting a foreign award, obtaining 
foreign social security rights or marrying a foreign citizen if this gives rise to citizenship 
rights.  

3.6 Concerns about the potential scope and effect of State foreign allegiance provisions are not 
new (see paragraphs 3.12-3.21).  

3.7 Section 18 of the Interpretation Act 1984 provides that a construction of a written law that 
promotes the purpose or object underlying the written law shall be preferred to a 
construction that would not promote that purpose or object. 

3.8 Whether s.38(f) captures a broad range of acts, for example, acts acknowledging allegiance 
or citizenship, or narrow range of acts, for example becoming a foreign citizen only, depends 
how the Court interprets the first limb of that subsection. The outcome may depend on 
whether a court reads this limb ‘down’, that is, narrowly, perhaps because of its context, 
purpose or to reflect the limited ‘intention’ of the provision, or interprets the text literally and 
more broadly.  The latter is what Ms Finlay calls a ‘plain reading’ of ‘acknowledgement of 
allegiance’ and the section. 

3.9 Only a court can conclusively answer whether a particular act falls within s.38(f). In the 
absence of a court decision, it is difficult to predict how a court would interpret s38(f). For 
example, the High Court of Australia in recent s.44(i) cases has adopted a more black letter 
text, ‘plain reading’ approach to statutory interpretation which has differed from its approach 
in its unanimous decision on the same sex postal vote survey.11 Professor Anne Twomey 

                                                      
9  Clause 29(3) of the Constitution Bill (now s.38(f)) Legislative Council committee debate is at Western Australia, 

Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 22 March 1889, pp 123-130. 
10  As s.38(f) differs from s.44(i) of the Constitution (Cth) recent High Court of Australia cases on s.44(i) are of limited 

assistance in interpreting s.38(f). The usual question before the court in s.44(i) matters is whether there is a 
vacancy by reason of the second limb of s.44(i), that is, whether a member is ‘a subject or a citizen or entitled to 
the rights or privileges of a subject or a citizen of a foreign power’, not whether a member was ‘under any 
acknowledgment of allegiance, obedience, or adherence to a foreign power’ (the first limb of s.44(i)). 

11  Wilkie v The Commonwealth [2017] HCA 40, 28 September 2017. 
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described these two constitutional judgements as displaying ‘starkly different interpretative 
approaches’.12 

A narrow interpretation of s.38(f) 
3.10 In July 2018 the media reported that the Attorney General, Hon John Quigley, had received 

the following advice on s.38(f):  
The advice we have received from the Solicitor General is that unless a member of 
parliament becomes a dual citizen of a foreign country after they are elected, the 
‘dual citizenship’ issue causes no issues in Western Australia. 

A person who is already a dual citizen and simply exercises their rights under the 
citizenship, including obtaining or using a passport, would not be impacted.13 

3.11 However, the Attorney General, in his letter to the Committee dated 22 November 2018 
(Appendix 3) conceded that it was conceivable that conduct other than a member becoming 
a foreign citizen could cause a vacancy: 

My view remains, in accordance with the advice I have received from both former 
and current Solicitors-General, that repeal or amendment of s.38(f) is not essential. 

The separation of the two limbs of s.38(f) means that it is unlikely that a court 
would find that a member of Parliament was disqualified for exercising rights and 
privileges in connection with foreign citizenship of allegiance that person held 
prior to being elected to the Western Australian Parliament. However, where a 
member of Parliament is already a dual citizen of Australia and a foreign State at 
the time of election, and then applies to obtain or renew a foreign passport, it is 
conceivable that the operation of s.38(f) may be affected by the form of any 
declaration or oath which is required by the foreign State to obtain or renew that 
passport. A foreign State might require an oath or declaration declaring allegiance 
to that State in order to obtain or renew a passport, and that might attract the 
operation of the first limb of s.38(f). …  

while I am not of the view that an amendment is essential, there may be some who 
take the view that an amendment might be made to the Constitution Acts 
Amendment Act 1889 (WA). An example might be ss 17(2) and 31(2) of the 
Constitution Act 1934 (SA). 

A broad interpretation of s.38(f) 
3.12 Australian constitutional law experts support the view that a vacancy is or may be caused by 

conduct and ‘positive acts’ broader than becoming a dual citizen after being elected a 
member.  

3.13 Ms Finlay argued that a member may be at risk of offending s.38(f) if they ‘engage with that 
foreign citizenship while serving in the parliament’.14  In her view: 

[A] plain reading [of ‘acknowledgement of allegiance’] would seem to suggest that 
any positive act that seeks to exercise any right arising from citizenship would be 
disqualifying. In essence, a person who seeks to rely on their foreign citizenship in 
some way (however trivial) is making an acknowledgement of that foreign 

                                                      
12  A Twomey, ‘A Tale of two cases: Wilkie v Commonwealth and Re Canavan’, (2018) 92 ALJ 17-21, at p17. 
13  N Hondros, ‘WA Attorney General: ‘Dual citizenship’ not a problem for state pollies’, www.watoday.com.au, 18 July 

2018, pp 2-3. 
14  L Finlay, ‘Think the dual citizenship saga does not affect state parliamentarian? It might be time to think again’, 

theconversation.com, 17 July 2018, p 1. 
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allegiance. Some obvious examples would be travelling on a foreign passport, or 
even renewing a foreign passport.15  

3.14 In 1999, (then) Associate Professor Gerald Carney noted that under State laws: 

some positive act is required on the part of the member after being elected … if a 
candidate with dual citizenship is elected and subsequently acts to affirm the 
foreign citizenship, such as by renewing or applying for a foreign passport, 
disqualification will be incurred.16 

3.15 Professor Anne Twomey in The Constitution of New South Wales noted on s.13A(1)(b) of the 
Constitution Act 1902 (NSW) (which is in identical terms to s.38(f)): 

The most common means of acknowledging foreign allegiance is an application 
for a passport or for citizenship of another country. Other possibilities include 
obtaining social security rights, residency rights, serving in the armed forces of a 
foreign country or even marrying a foreign national where this involves the 
acquisition of citizenship rights. While the acceptance of a foreign award or 
honour by a Member would not ordinarily give rise to disqualification under this 
provision, care should be taken to ensure that acceptance does not entail special 
citizenship rights. … if any action is taken after election to acknowledge the foreign 
allegiance, such as the application for a foreign passport, or perhaps even the 
renewal of a foreign passport, the member may become disqualified.17  

3.16 In 1994, Bradley Selway QC (as he was then) in The Constitution of South Australia stated on 
similar sections in ss.17(1)(b) and 31(1)(b) of the Constitution Act 1934 (SA): 

The member must take a positive step (other than merely holding a foreign 
passport) to acknowledge the foreign allegiance or to become a foreign subject.18 

3.17 The first limb of s.44(i) of the Constitution (Cth) is similar to the first limb of s.38(f) although it 
differs in that it prohibits members from being ‘under’ an acknowledgement of allegiance. In 
Nile v Wood [1988] 167 CLR 133, a s.44(i) matter, the High Court of Australia stated the 
following, which could indicate a broad interpretation of the first limb of s44(i): 

it would seem that s.44(i) relates only to a person who has formally or informally 
acknowledged allegiance, obedience or adherence to a foreign power and who 
has not withdrawn or revoked that acknowledgement: … That, however is a matter 
we do not have to decide. [our emphasis]19 

3.18 The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia: Annotated, provides the following 
commentary on the first limb of s.44(i): 

This ground of disqualification would disqualify a person who, although formally 
an Australian citizen, has transferred their loyalty to a foreign country. This would 
usually be attested by the fact that the person has taken out foreign citizenship, 

                                                      
15  Ibid, p 2. 
16  G Carney, ‘Foreign Allegiance: A vexed ground of Parliamentary disqualification’, Bond Law Review, 1999, vol. 11, 

issue 2, p 256. 
17  A Twomey, The Constitution of New South Wales, The Federation Press, Sydney, 2004, p 424. 
18  B Selway QC, The Constitution of South Australia, The Federation Press, Sydney, 1997, footnote 47 at p 51. 
19  Nile v Wood [1988] 167 CLR 133, at 140. In Nile v Wood the High Court of Australia found that Senator Wood 

participating in protests against the naval vessels of a friendly country was ‘clearly insufficient’ to show that he was 
under an acknowledgement of allegiance, obedience or adherence to that country. 
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but there would be cases where de facto allegiance is given without becoming a 
citizen of that country, for example by accepting a foreign passport or by serving 
in the armed forces of a foreign country. The act must be one which clearly 
established allegiance to the foreign country. To act as an ‘honorary’ consul would 
not be of this nature, nor would acceptance of a foreign award of honour.20 

3.19 In 1994 South Australia amended ss.17 and 31 of the Constitution Act 1934 (SA)21 to clarify its 
foreign allegiance provision, which is similar to s.38(f).22  Hon Kenneth Griffin, Attorney 
General of South Australia, acknowledged the ambiguity in the existing law during debate on 
the amendment Bill when he stated: 

Concerns have been expressed regarding the interpretation of section 17 and 31 
of the Constitution Act 1934, particularly as to how they impact on members who 
have acquired or used a foreign passport or travel documents. … 

It may be that a member who sought a foreign passport or who travelled on a 
foreign passport is in breach of these provisions. The sections can, however, be 
read down, and one would expect that they would be read down so that these 
actions did not fall within them. It may be argued that the mere obtaining of a 
passport (which is only a request by a State to permit persons to travel freely) does 
not constitute a relevant act. Nevertheless the point is, at least, arguable and the 
Government believes the issue should be clarified. 

This Bill accordingly amends sections 17 and 31 to make it clear that a member’s 
seat is not vacated because the member acquires or uses a foreign passport or 
travel document.23 

3.20 Queensland has also passed legislation expressly providing that a member’s seat does not 
become vacant if they acquire or use a foreign passport or travel document. 

3.21 It is notable that the limbs in s.38(f) are two separate subsections in South Australian and 
Tasmanian legislation (see Appendix 5). This may suggest that each subsection (and limb of 
s.38(f)) covers different conduct. 

4 An unacceptable risk 
4.1 In the Committee’s view s.38(f) is imprecise and legislative action is required to clarify the 

uncertainty in the current law. 
4.2 There is a clear and reasonable argument that a potentially broad range of acts, including a 

dual citizen applying for or travelling on a foreign passport, may be captured by the first limb 
of s.38(f) and cause a seat vacancy. 

4.3 The objective of preventing dividing loyalties is sound. Members should represent the 
interests of their electorate and not that of a foreign power whose interests may be 
damaging to the State or national interest. The question is whether s.38(f) in its current form 
is the most appropriate way to achieve its objective. It appears anomalous that the legislative 

                                                      
20  G Moens, J Trone, Lumbl, The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia: Annotated, LexixNexis Butterworths, 

Australia, 2016, p 105. 
21  Sections 17(1)(b) and (c) and 31(1)(b) and (c) of the Constitution Act 1934 (SA) are identical except they apply to 

different Houses of that Parliament. 
22  The South Australian amendments followed the High Court of Australia decision in Sykes v Cleary and Others 

(1992) 176 CLR 77. Although a s.44(i) of the Constitution (Cth) matter, this case raised concerns about South 
Australia’s foreign allegiance provision. 

23  Hon K Griffin, Attorney General, South Australia, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), date 22 
March 1994, p 231. 
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scheme places no prohibition on a person with dual citizenship from nominating and being 
elected as a member of Parliament, but may cause that member’s seat to be vacated for 
conduct that acknowledges this citizenship. 

4.4 In our multicultural society where dual citizenship is not uncommon, a validly elected dual 
citizen member exercising their rights under that citizenship by applying for or travelling on 
a foreign passport should not put at risk that member’s seat in parliament. The gravity of 
disqualifying a member is disproportionate to those acts. 

4.5 We live in a very different world to that which existed when s.38(f) became law in 1890. Air 
travel did not exist, nor did Australian citizenship or passports. A ‘declaration or 
acknowledgement of allegiance’ meant something quite different as citizens of the colonies 
of Australia were considered British subjects. Since that time there has been a legal and 
constitutional disengagement with the United Kingdom24 culminating in the enactment of 
the Australian Acts in 1986 and post-World War II immigration that has changed the racial 
and cultural landscape of Australia. In 2020, a member who is a dual citizen may acquire or 
use a foreign passport to travel overseas for many reasons which do not suggest disloyalty 
to Australia, the State or the parliament and the people they serve. 

4.6 The risk of litigation on s.38(f) may be small but it is real as s.41(1)(b) of the CAAA provides 
that any person entitled to vote for the election of a candidate in the Legislative Assembly at 
a State general election may apply to the Court of Appeal (Supreme Court of Western 
Australia) for a declaration that any seat, in either House, has become vacant under s.38(f). 

4.7 A declaration of a vacancy caused by a broad interpretation of s.38(f) is an unacceptable risk 
to the public, members and the stability of our democracy. It is also not in the public interest 
for the State and its taxpayers to incur electoral costs that may follow a vacancy. 

4.8 In the Committee’s view, the Parliament of Western Australia should proactively address the 
legal risk of s.38(f) and clarify the law. 

4.9 This approach is similar to the approach the Parliament of Western Australia adopted in 
passing the Constitutional Amendment (Demise of the Crown) Act 2017. The purpose of that 
Act was ‘to make clear what is presently not clear but should be’ [that the demise of the 
crown had no legal impact].25 It was another case where a Committee asked, and Parliament 
agreed, to make certain what ought to be certain by clarifying a constitutional provision.26 

FINDING 
Section 38(f) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 is imprecise and legislative action is 
required to clarify the law. 

5 Legislative options 
Amending s.38(f) — South Australian and Queensland provisions 
5.1 South Australia and Queensland have passed legislation that expressly provides that a 

member acquiring or using a foreign passport or travel document does not cause that 
member’s seat to become vacant. 

                                                      
24  Statute of Westminster 1931 (UK); Statute of Westminster Adoption Act 1942 (Cth); Australia Act 1985 (UK); Australia 

Act 1985 (Cth); Australia Acts (Request) Act 1985 (WA) 
25  Constitution Amendment (Demise of the Crown) Bill 2017, Second Reading Speech, Hon Mark McGowan, Premier, 

Western Australia, Legislative Assembly, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 29 June 2017, p 2136. 
26  Legislative Council, Standing Committee on Legislation, Report 28, Demise of the Crown, 13 August 2015. 
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5.2 In South Australia, the Statutes Amendment (Constitution and Members Register of Interests) 
Act 1994 (SA) inserted s.17(2) and s.31(2) into the Constitution Act 1934 (SA).27 Sections 17(1) 
and (2) of the Constitution Act 1934 (SA), as amended, are copied below. Sections 31(1) and 
(2) are in identical terms except ‘Legislative Council’ is replaced with ‘House of Assembly’ (see
Appendix 5).

17. Vacation of seat in Council
(1) If any member of the Legislative Council — …

(b) takes any oath or makes any declaration or act of acknowledgment or
allegiance to any foreign prince or power; or

(c) does or concurs in or adopts any act whereby the member may become a
subject or citizen of any foreign state or power …

the member’s seat in the Council shall thereby become vacant. 
(2) The seat of a member of the Legislative Council is not vacated because the member

acquires or uses a foreign passport or travel document.
5.3 The Committee is of the view that the above s.17(2) is a clear provision that if replicated in 

Western Australian, would address the central concern of the Committee in expressly 
providing that a member’s seat will not be vacated if they acquire or use a foreign passport 
or travel document. 

5.4 In Queensland, ss. 72 and 73 of the Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 provides that a 
member’s seat is not vacated if they acquire or use a foreign passport or travel document.  It 
also provides the Queensland Assembly with the power to declare by resolution that a 
disqualifying ground (included the foreign allegiance provision in s.72(1)(d)) is of no effect in 
certain circumstances. 

5.5 The Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 states: 
72. Vacating seats of members in particular circumstances
(1) A member’s seat in the Assembly becomes vacant if any of the following happens —

…
(d) the member takes an oath or makes a declaration or acknowledgement of

allegiance, obedience or adherence to, or becomes an agent of, a foreign state
or power; …

(2) For subsection (1)(d) it does not matter that a member may acquire or use a foreign
passport or travel document.

73. Assembly may disregard disqualifying events
(1) This section applies if the Assembly considers that anything that happened whether

before or after the commencement of the section (the disqualifying ground) may
have caused —
(a) a person to be disqualified from being elected as a member; or
(b) the seat of a member to become vacant.

(2) The Assembly may declare by resolution the disqualifying ground to be of no effect.

27  Section 4 of the Statutes Amendment (Constitution and Members Register of Interests) Act 1994 (SA) inserted s.17(2) 
into the Constitution Act 1934, and s.5 amended s.31 to insert s.31(2) and delete in s.31(d) ‘becomes entitled to the 
rights, privileges or immunities of a subject of citizen of any foreign State or power’. The Act commenced on 
1 September 1994. 
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(3) The Assembly may make the declaration only if the Assembly considers the
ground —
(a) has stopped having effect; and
(b) was in all the circumstances trivial in nature; and
(c) happened or arose without the actual knowledge or consent of the person or

member or was accidental or due to inadvertence.
5.6 As previously noted, s.39 of the CAAA prescribes a provision for relief, empowering the 

Houses of the Parliament to resolve to disregard the effect of some aspects of s.38, but does 
not currently apply to s.38(f). 

5.7 The Committee is of the view that the Houses of the Parliament of Western Australia should 
be provided with a power to declare by resolution that the vacancy ground in s.38(f) be of no 
effect in certain circumstances. This is because a broad range of conduct may potentially fall 
within the parameters of s.38(f). 

Repealing s.38(f) 
5.8 Another option to deal with the lack of clarity in s.38(f) is to repeal the section. Victoria, the 

Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory do not have foreign allegiance 
provisions. 

5.9 In 1998, the Parliament of New South Wales Joint Committee on the ICAC (Independent 
Commission against Corruption) considered its s.13A(b) of the Constitution Act 1902 (NSW) 
(as it was then), which is identical in terms to s.38(f) of the CAAA. 

5.10 The Committee recommended that s.13A(b) be repealed and the Parliamentary Electorates 
and Elections Act 1912 be amended to require candidates to declare any foreign citizenship 
when nominating for election.28 However, the recommended amendments were not enacted 
and s13A(1)(b) remains law. That Committee also questioned whether the section was the 
most effective or appropriate way of achieving the objective of preventing divided loyalties 
of Members of Parliament, whether this objective needs to be balanced against the gravity of 
disqualifying an elected member, and whether the archaic section was too broad and 
imprecise.29 

Committee comment 
5.11 The Committee is of the view that there is some value in retaining a foreign allegiance 

provision but with amendments to s.38 to provide for: 
 express exceptions relating to acquiring or using a foreign passport or travel document

such as those that apply in South Australia and Queensland; and
 a provision for relief, empowering the Houses of Parliament to resolve to disregard a

disqualifying ground in certain circumstances such as those that apply in Queensland.
5.12 With an expanded relief power applicable to s.38(f), the Houses may determine which other 

acts amounting to a disqualifying ground may be disregarded and therefore not cause a seat 
vacancy. 

5.13 The Committee does not recommend the repeal of s.38(f) of the CAAA. 

28  New South Wales, Joint Committee on the ICAC, Inquiry into s13A Constitution Act 1902, December 1998, p 28. 
29  Ibid, pp 25-26. The Joint Committee on the ICAC did not comment on the range of acts that may constitute an 

‘acknowledgement of allegiance’. 
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RECOMMENDATION  

The Committee recommends that the Government introduce a Constitutional Amendment 
(Foreign Allegiance) Bill in the 41st Parliament to provide for: 

 express exceptions relating to acquiring or using a foreign passport or travel
document such as those that apply in South Australia and Queensland; and

 a provision for relief, empowering the Houses of Parliament to resolve to disregard a
disqualifying ground in certain circumstances such as those that apply in Queensland.

Hon Kate Doust MLC 
Chair
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1899 
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APPENDIX 5 

FOREIGN ALLEGIANCE PROVISIONS IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS 

Imperial law 

Section 3 of the Act of Settlement 1701 (Imp)30 

no Person born out of the kingdoms of England, Scotland or Ireland or the 
Dominions thereunto belonging (although he be … made a Denizen (except such 
as … are born of English Parents) shall be capable to be of the Privy Councill or a 
Member of either House of Parliament or to enjoy any Office of Place of Trust 
either Civill or Military or to have any Grant of Lands Tenements or Hereditaments 
from the Crown to himself or to any other or others in Trust for him … 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Constitution (Cth) 

44. Disqualification
Any person who:
(i) is under any acknowledgment of allegiance, obedience, or adherence to a foreign

power, or is a subject or a citizen or entitled to the rights or privileges of a subject
or a citizen of a foreign power; …

shall be incapable of being chosen or of sitting as a senator or a member of the House of 
Representatives. 

New South Wales 

Constitution Act 1902 (NSW) 

13A.  Further disqualifications 
(1) If a Member of either House of Parliament: …

(b) takes any oath or makes any declaration or acknowledgment of allegiance,
obedience or adherence to any foreign prince or power or does or concurs in
or adopts any act whereby he may become a subject or citizen of any foreign
state or power or become entitled to the rights, privileges or immunities of a
subject of any foreign state or power, …

his seat as a Member of that House shall thereby become vacant. 

30  The Committee is confident that s.3 of the Act of Settlement 1701, if it was inherited law, was impliedly repealed by 
the provision in the Constitution Act 1889 that is now s.38(f) of the CAAA, and therefore does not apply in this 
State. The Law Reform Commission of Western Australia considered the Act of Settlement 1701 an inherited 
statute: The Law Reform Commission of Western Australia, Project No. 75, United Kingdom Statutes in Force in 
Western Australia, October 1994, pp57-58, 116. Section 10 of the Succession to the Crown Act 2015 (WA) amended 
the preamble and s.2 of the Act of Settlement 1701 ‘so far as it is part of the law of the State’.  
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South Australia 

Constitution Act 1934 (SA) 

17. Vacation of seat in Council

(1) If any member of the Legislative Council — …

(b) takes any oath or makes any declaration or act of acknowledgment or
allegiance to any foreign prince or power; or

(c) does or concurs in or adopts any act whereby the member may become a
subject or citizen of any foreign state or power …

the member’s seat in the Council shall thereby become vacant. 

(2) The seat of a member of the Legislative Council is not vacated because the member
acquires or uses a foreign passport or travel document.

31. Vacation of seat in Assembly

(1) If any member of the House of Assembly — …

(b) takes any oath or makes any declaration or act of acknowledgment or
allegiance to any foreign prince or power; or

(c) does or concurs in or adopts any act whereby the member may become a
subject or citizen of any foreign state or power …

the member’s seat in the House of Assembly shall thereby become vacant. 

(2) The seat of a member of the House of Assembly is not vacated because the member
acquires or uses a foreign passport or travel document.

Queensland 

Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 (Qld) 

72. Vacating seats of members in particular circumstances

(1) A member’s seat in the Assembly becomes vacant if any of the following happens —
…

(d) the member takes an oath or makes a declaration or acknowledgement of
allegiance, obedience or adherence to, or becomes an agent of, a foreign state
or power; …

(2) For subsection (1)(d) it does not matter that a member may acquire or use a foreign
passport or travel document.
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73. Assembly may disregard disqualifying events

(1) This section applies if the Assembly considers that anything that happened whether
before or after the commencement of the section (the disqualifying ground) may
have caused —

(a) a person to be disqualified from being elected as a member; or

(b) the seat of a member to become vacant.

(2) The assembly may declare by resolution the disqualifying ground to be of no effect.

(3) The Assembly may make the declaration only if the Assembly considers the ground
—

(a) has stopped having effect; and

(b) was in all the circumstances trivial in nature; and

(c) happened or arose without the actual knowledge or consent of the person or
member or was accidental or due to inadvertence.

Tasmania 

Constitution Act 1934 (Tas) 

34. Vacation of office for other causes

(1) If any member of either House shall — …

(b) take any oath or make any declaration or act of acknowledgment of [sic]
allegiance or adherence to any foreign prince or power;

(c) do, or concur in, or adopt, any act whereby he may become a subject or citizen
of any foreign state or power; …

his seat in such House shall thereupon become vacant. 
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The following is an extract from Schedule 1 of the Legislative Council Standing Orders:

'1. Procedure and Privileges Committee

1.1 A Procedure and Privileges Committee is established.

1.2 The Committee consists of 5 Members, including the President and the Chair of Committees, 
and any Members co-opted by the Committee whether generally or in relation to a particular 
matter. The President is the Chair, and the Chair of Committees is the Deputy Chair, of the 
Committee.

1.3	 With	any	necessary	modifications,	Standing	Order	163	applies	to	a	co-opted	Member.	

1.4 The Committee is to keep under review the law and custom of Parliament, the rules of 
procedure of the Council and its Committees, and recommend to the Council such alterations 
in that law, custom, or rules that, in its opinion, will assist or improve the proper and orderly 
transaction of the business of the Council or its Committees.' 
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